Lower Phase and Complex Needs

Autumn 2 2020

This term’s theme is:

This is Me
Key Words

Community Engagement

Core words and phrases: to like, to want, to
choose, How are you?, help, friend, take
turns, fire, happy, sad, hot, calm, plastic,
metal, fabric, wood

Due to the current restrictions pupils will
only be accessing outdoor provision, we’ll
be visiting local parks and going for
Autumnal walks.
Pupils from Pink and Purple Classes will
enjoy a weekly visit to Forest School, using
the outdoor classroom when it is very cold.

Physical Development
In our PE lessons this half term, we will be
learning to use different parts of our body to
follow a sequence of movements.
Green and Purple classes will be able to
enjoy regular rebound therapy sessions
using the trampoline at our Pensnett site.
Unfortunately swimming and Hydro
sessions have been suspended at the
moment, but we will use this time to
continue to work towards Physio targets and
some pupils will access the splashpool.

Expressive Arts
We will be focussing on Music this half
term, exploring new instruments, and
continuing to enjoy weekly sessions with
Del.
In ICT, we will be exploring apps to make
marks using the iPads.

PSED

Understanding the World
In Science, we will be sorting materials
such as plastic, wood, metal and fabric.
In our History lessons, we will be learning
about The Great Fire of London through
sensory activities.
We will be experiencing festivals and
celebrations in our RE lessons.

In PSED, our focus will be focussing on
our health and well-being: learning about
exercise and how it affects our body. We
will also be finding out about healthy foods
and exploring our feelings and how we can
enjoy being calm and relaxed.

Parental Engagement pm5tothrive
There are lots of opportunities to celebrate at this time of year: Diwali, Movember,
Hanukkah and Christmas.
Please send in photos or examples of craft activities your child has made to celebrate
special days.

